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This paper provides a comprehensive characterisation of HVOF- and HVAF-sprayed Cr3C2–25 wt.% NiCr
hardmetal coatings. One commercial powder composition with two different particle size distributions
was processed using five HVOF and HVAF thermal spray systems.

All coatings contain less Cr3C2 than the feedstock powder, possibly due to the rebound of some Cr3C2-
rich particles during high-velocity impact onto the substrate.

Dry sand-rubber wheel abrasive wear testing causes both grooving and pull-out of splat fragments.
Mass losses depend on inter- and intra-lamellar cohesion, being higher (Z70 mg after a wear distance of
5904 m) for the coatings deposited with the coarser feedstock powder or with one type of HVAF torch.

Sliding wear at room temperature against alumina involves shallower abrasive grooving, small-scale
delamination and carbide pull-outs, and it is controlled by intra-lamellar cohesion. The coatings obtained
from the fine feedstock powder exhibit the lowest wear rates (E5x10�6 mm3/(Nm)). At 400 °C, abrasive
grooving dominates the sliding wear behaviour; wear rates increase by one order of magnitude but
friction coefficients decrease from E0.7 to E0.5. The thermal expansion coefficient of the coatings
(11.08x10�6 °C�1 in the 30–400 °C range) is sufficiently close to that of the steel substrate (14.23x
10�6 °C�1) to avoid macro-cracking.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

This paper is part of a wider research project aiming to provide a
systematic assessment of the properties of hardmetal coatings as a
function of the thermal spray deposition process and of the particle
size of the feedstock powder. Due to the emergence of a new
generation of high velocity air-fuel (HVAF) spray processes [1,2], it
is necessary to compare the coating performance with the current
state-of-the-art high velocity oxygen-fuel (HVOF) spray processes
used in the industrial environment for coating preparation. Fol-
lowing a previous work dealing with the tribology of HVOF– and
HVAF–sprayedWC – 10 wt.% Co – 4 wt.% Cr coatings [3], the present
one focuses on the sliding and abrasive wear resistance of coatings
lelli).
amische Technologien und
Germany
resden GmbH, Gostritzer Str.
sprayed with the same processes from a 75 wt.% Cr3C2–25 wt.% NiCr
feedstock powder with adapted particle size. The technological
relevance of this composition is primarily related to its industrial
use in tribo-corrosive environments [4] and/or at high temperatures
[5–7]. At room temperature, inside the group of hardmetal coatings,
HVOF-sprayed Cr3C2–NiCr coatings show in most cases the lowest
wear resistance for dry and wet abrasive, erosive and sliding wear
[8], but, different from WC-based compositions, chromium carbide-
based coatings are able to operate up to 800–900 °C due to the low
oxidation rate. When operating in atmospheric conditions, due to
the protective action of the oxide scale, significant microstructural
changes in the coating are observed [9,10]. In addition, the coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion (E10–11x10�6 °C�1 [11,12]) of Cr3C2–
NiCr hardmetal coatings is higher than that of WC-based hard-
metals (E6.9x10�6 °C�1 [13]) and matches better that of steel
substrates, which is a significant additional advantage for high-
temperature applications.

Older studies compared plasma-, detonation gun- and HVOF-
sprayed Cr3C2–NiCr coatings [14–17] and showed the advantages
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of high kinetic energy processes (such as HVOF) in terms of den-
sity, cohesive strength and tribological properties.

A comparison between the behaviour of Cr3C2–NiCr coatings
sprayed by HVOF- and HVAF-processes of older generation under
particle erosion conditions at high temperatures (up to 900 °C)
was provided in a number of papers [6,7,18–22]. These studies
underlined how the material response at these temperatures is
modified by interlamellar sintering and by the precipitation of a
network of secondary chromium carbides within the Ni-based
matrix, which provides a strong carbide skeleton network.

The room temperature sliding wear behaviour of HVOF-
sprayed Cr3C2–NiCr has been investigated in some detail [23–
28], but papers dealing with high temperature studies are less
abundant. In [29], rotating pin-on-disk tests were performed at
800 °C against an Al2O3 ball. At such high temperature, the wear
rate was even lower than at room temperature, which was ascri-
bed by the authors to extensive re-precipitation of carbides from
the matrix, consistent with the findings from high-temperature
erosion tests [18,19]. Similarly, some of the present authors found
that, at 700 °C, the wear rate of Cr3C2–NiCr coatings against Al2O3

in ball-on-disk tests is slightly lower than at room temperature
[30]. The authors proposed that the main influencing factor on the
results was the formation of an oxide tribofilm on the coating
surface. Oxide-based tribofilms were also reported to influence the
high-temperature wear behaviour of Cr3C2–NiCr coated cylindrical
pins sliding against a rotating 100Cr6 steel disk [31]. The tribofilms
became increasingly stable and resistant against delamination as
the test temperature was raised up to 800 °C, resulting in steadily
low friction coefficients. In other works, the sliding wear beha-
viour of Cr3C2–NiCr coatings has been studied, together with that
of other hardmetal coatings, at various sliding speeds from 0.1 up
to 1 m/s or 3 m/s, and from room temperature up to 600 °C and
800 °C in self-mated pairs and against sintered alumina, respec-
tively [32–34]. In general, at room temperature and 400 °C, both
the total wear rates and the coefficients of friction of Cr3C2–NiCr
coatings depended on the sliding speed. However, in the majority
of test conditions, total wear rates were found to be higher, often
410�5 mm³/(Nm), compared to other hardmetal coatings, and
coefficients of friction were in an intermediate range (often around
0.6). Details of the wear mechanisms have however not been
clarified in those works [32–34], so that further research on the
topic is needed. Moreover, in spite of the existence of some com-
parisons between Cr3C2–NiCr coatings obtained by the latest
generation of HVOF and HVAF processes under erosion, abrasion
and sliding wear conditions [9], a detailed examination of the
sliding wear behaviour of HVOF- and HVAF-sprayed Cr3C2–NiCr
coatings is not yet available. Although the characteristics of the
feedstock powder are known to affect the properties of the ther-
mally sprayed Cr3C2–NiCr coatings [29,35,36], the corresponding
studies are not abundant, apart from some recent work by some of
the authors on erosive and abrasive wear [8,9,37,38].
Table 1
List of powders, deposition techniques and resulting coatings used in this study, togeth

Powder material

Composition (wt.%) Commercial designation Size (μm) / designation

Cr3C2–NiCr 75-25 AMPERITf 584.072 �38þ10 F
AMPERIT f 588.074 �45þ15 C

a M3, Uniquecoat, Oilville, Virginia, USA – fuel: propane.
b JP5000, Praxair-Tafa, Concord, NH, USA – fuel: paraffin.
c Diamond Jet 2700, Oerlikon-Metco, Wohlen, Switzerland – fuel: propane.
d M2, Uniquecoat, Oilville, Virginia, USA – fuel: methane.
e K2, GTV Verschleißschutz GmbH, Luckenbach, Germany – fuel: paraffin.
f H.C. Starck GmbH, Laufenburg, Germany.
The present research therefore provides a comprehensive
assessment of the tribological properties of a range of Cr3C2–25 wt.
%(Ni-20Cr) hardmetal coatings representative of the state-of-the-
art and aims to deepen the relation between the characteristics of
the feedstock powder and the sliding and abrasive wear behaviour
of the resulting coatings. The coatings were obtained by spraying
different feedstock powders using various HVOF and HVAF tor-
ches. Tribological testing included dry particle abrasion and sliding
wear at room temperature and at 400 °C, a temperature which is
pertinent to important industrial application fields such as ball
valves for the oil and gas industry, as shown e.g. by manufacturers’
catalogues [39,40].
2. Experimental

2.1. Sample manufacturing

One commercial powder composition (Cr3C2–25 wt.% Ni-20Cr)
with two different particle size distributions (a finer one, hereafter
labelled F, and a coarse one, hereafter C), suitable for the HVOF and
HVAF spray processes, was provided by one manufacturer and
sprayed using five different thermal spray techniques. These
include three HVOF torches (two paraffin-fuelled ones and a gas-
fuelled one) and two HVAF torches, as summarised in Table 1. For
each process, both fractions of powder were sprayed with identical
parameter sets. Not all powder-process combinations resulted in
satisfactory coating build-up owing to clogging issues into the de
Laval nozzle, so that eight distinct coatings were obtained.

Analogously to the previous work on WC–CoCr coatings [3], the
substrates were 100�50�8 mm plates of low-carbon Domex 355
steel (chemical composition, in weight %: Co0.10, Mn¼1.50,
Po0.025, So0.010, Fe ¼ balance), grit-blasted before deposition.
The samples were mounted on a rotating turntable and coated
using process parameters that were previously optimised for
maximum deposition efficiency and coating density. Coating
thickness was 300–400 μm in all cases.

2.2. Microstructural and mechanical characterisation of feedstock
powders and coatings

The cross-sections of the feedstock powders and of the
respective coatings, cold-mounted in epoxy resin, ground and
polished with diamond papers, diamond slurries and colloidal
silica suspension, were observed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM: XL30 and Quanta-200, FEI, Eindhoven, NL) equipped with
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) microanalysis (DX-4 EDAX, USA and
Inca, Oxford Instruments Analytical, Abingdon, UK). Additional
high-magnification micrographs, acquired with a field emission
gun-SEM (FEG-SEM: Nova NanoSEM 450, FEI), were employed in
order to assess the volume fractions of pores and of carbides by
er with their conventional designations.

Deposition process (designation)

HVAF M3a HVOF JP5000b HVOF DJ2700c HVAF M2d HVOF K2e

M3-F JP-F DJ-F M2-F /
M3-C JP-C DJ-C / K2-C



Fig. 1. Example of image thresholding procedure for the identification of carbide grains: thresholding of the original micrograph with isolation of the carbide grains based on
their distinctive peak in the greyscale levels histogram.
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image analysis, using an image thresholding procedure with the
ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA). The analysis was
performed on 10 backscattered-electrons SEM micrographs
(x2000 magnification) per sample, each having a resolution of
1536�1103 pixels and covering a horizontal field width of
207 μm. The thresholding procedure was based on the greyscale
levels histogram, where the peak related to the carbide grains
could easily be identified and told from the matrix (corresponding
to brighter grey levels) and from the pores (corresponding to the
darkest grey levels), as illustrated in the example of Fig. 1.

X-ray diffraction (XRD: X’Pert PRO and Empyrean, PANAlytical,
Almelo, NL) was performed in order to assess the phase compo-
sition of powders and coatings. Measurements were performed in
Bragg-Brentano geometry over the 20°r2θr120° angular range,
with a scanning step size of 0.017°/step, using Ni-filtered Cu-Kα
radiation (λ¼1.54060 Å) focused through 0.5°-wide divergence
and anti-scatter slits. The detector was a 1D solid-state array
(X’Celerator, PANAlytical) with 120 s/step counting time.

Both fractions of the feedstock powder were analysed for their
total carbon content by the combustion method (WC 600, LECO
Corporation, St. Joseph, MI, USA). The specific surface area of the
powders was determined by nitrogen adsorption using the Bru-
nauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) theory (ASAP 2000, Micromeritics,
Norcross, GA, USA). Particle porosity was measured by mercury
intrusion (AutoPore IV 9500, Micrometrics). A method described
by Thiele et al. [41] was used to distinguish intragranular and
intergranular porosity.

The microhardness of the coatings was measured on polished
cross-sections by Vickers indentation testing (Shimadzu Micro-
hardness Tester) at three different loads of 100 gf (E0.1 N), 300 gf
(E0.3 N) and 500 gf (E0.5 N), with a dwell time of 15 s. For each
load, 20 impressions, evenly distributed in a half circle through the
entire test panel, were made on each coating cross section.

Indentation fracture toughness (IFT) was measured by high-
load Vickers indentations (Mitutoyo AVK C1 indenter) into the
polished cross-sections of the coatings. The peak load was 5 kgf
(E 49 N) and the holding time was 10 s. Optical micrographs of
the indentations (200x magnification, 2560�1920 pixel resolu-
tion) were employed in order to measure the lengths of cracks
propagating from the indentation corners, using the ImageJ
software [42]. Only cracks parallel to the substrate starting at the
left and right tip of indents, respectively, were considered,
according to the method described in [43]. The critical stress
intensity (KIC) was calculated from the crack lengths and inden-
tation diagonal lengths according to the equation proposed by
Niihara et al. [44], based on the Palmqvist crack model.

The Young's modulus was measured with the surface acoustic
wave method (LAwaves), the details of sample preparation and
measurement technique follow the previous description given by
L.-M. Berger et al. [45].

The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of Cr3C2–NiCr was
measured by optical dilatometry (Horizontal Optical Dilatometer
Misuras ODLT, Expert System Solutions, Modena, Italy), using
free-standing slabs of 50�5�0.3 mm obtained from sample JP-F
(Table 1) by metallographic cutting and grinding with SiC papers,
following the measurement procedure previously described by the
authors [3].

2.3. Wear testing

Ball-on-disk tests (ASTM G99) were performed using a High
Temperature Tribometer (Anton Paar Tritec, Peseux, Switzerland).
Sintered Al2O3 spheres (nominal hardness HVE1900) were
employed as counterparts, since (as explained by the authors in a
previous paper [46]) alumina is chemically inert and therefore not
prone to produce additional tribochemical interactions, which
would confuse the interpretation of wear mechanisms. Alumina is
also suitable to simulate the occurrence of wear due to sliding
against hard asperities, such as foreign particles, in-situ developed
debris, hard phases contained in the counterbody (e.g. inorganic
particles and/or fibres used as reinforcement in polymer-matrix
gaskets), etc.

The coatings, whose surfaces were ground and polished to Ra
E0.02 μm using diamond papers and diamond slurries, were
fixed to a rotating plate.

The tests were performed both at room temperature (E 25 °C,
E60% relative humidity) and at 400 °C. In the latter case, samples
were induction heated from the base plate and their temperature
was monitored (with a sampling frequency of 5 Hz) by a ther-
mocouple in contact with their rear surface. The variability range
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of the temperature, expressed as the standard deviation of the
measured values, is about 71 °C. At least two samples were tested
for each coating type.

The wear track radius was 7 mm and the sample revolution
speed was set in order to achieve a relative sliding speed of 0.10 m/
s; the overall sliding distance was 5000 m. The ball diameter was
6 mm and the normal load was 10 N. The same test conditions
were employed by the authors in different previous studies, hence
allowing the results to be compared to existing data [3,47]. The
significance of such type of test is also ensured by the similarity
between the morphologies of the wear tracks and the actual
damage on thermal spray coatings, e.g., after sliding against gas-
kets in rotary seal joints, as shown in [48]. Modifying the test
conditions, e.g. by further increasing the initial contact pressure,
was not found to modify wear mechanisms significantly, according
to a previous study by the authors [49].

The friction coefficient was determined by measuring the tan-
gential force on the ball-holding arm with a load cell; the wear
rates of the sample and of the ball counterpart were computed by
normalising their volume loss over the load and sliding distance.
Volume losses were determined by optical confocal profilometry
(CHR150, Stil S.A., Aix en Provence, France) in the case of the
sample and by optical microscopy in the case of the ball.

In order to investigate wear mechanisms, SEM inspection of
wear scars, transmission electron microscope (TEM: JEM 2010, Jeol,
Tokyo, Japan) observation of loose wear debris, and micro-Raman
spectroscopy (LabRam, Horiba Yobin-Yvon, Villeneuve d’Ascq,
France: 632.81 nm-wavelength He:Ne laser radiation) analysis of
both wear scars and loose wear debris were carried out. Worn
samples were also metallographically cut after embedding in a cold-
curing epoxy resin (in order to avoid inducing artificial near-surface
damage), ground and polished as described in Section 2.2, and
observed by FEG-SEM.

Dry sand-rubber wheel (DSRW) tests were performed using a
modified version of the ASTM G65 tribometer. Five samples for
each coating type were tested simultaneously. As previously
described [3], blocky-shaped dry quartz sand (SiO2) with a 0.1–
0.6 mm particle size was used as the abrasive. Its flow rate was
25 g/min. Sample surfaces were ground using 1200 grit SiC paper
(RaE8 μm) before testing. During the test, the samples were
pressed with a normal load of 23 N against a rotating rubber wheel
with a surface speed of 1.64 m/s. The test lasted for 60 min for an
overall wear distance of 5904 m. The samples were weighed every
12 min using an analytical scale with 0.001 g accuracy, in order to
determine their mass loss. Worn surfaces were observed by SEM
(XL40, FEI).

2.4. Statistical data treatment

The microstructural, mechanical and tribological characterisa-
tions generate a large amount of data, and it may be impractical to
visualise correlations without suitable mathematical treatment.
The principal component analysis (PCA) offers a convenient
method to highlight the information contained in a dataset. This
technique can be defined as a coordinate transformation that
allows to represent data in the system that is best suited to
describe its variance. Its description in this paragraph is based on
the comprehensive treatise given by Jolliffe [50].

The PCA consists of applying a linear transformation that con-
verts a set of n original variables into an equal number of derived
variables, orthogonal to each other (i.e. linearly independent),
chosen in such a way that the first variable accounts for the largest
possible portion of the variance of the dataset, the second accounts
for the largest possible portion of the residual variance, and so on.
These new variables are called principal components (PCs).

Mathematically, the PCA method can be described as follows [50].
Assume an m x n matrix of experimental observations X¼(xij),
with i¼1, …, m and j¼1, …, n, consisting of n different variables
(e.g. carbide content, hardness, toughness, etc.) measured over m
points (i.e. the eight different types of coatings tested in this
study).

Its n x n covariance matrix, S¼(sjk), with j,k¼1, …, n, is defined
as sjk ¼ 1

m�1

Pm
i ¼ 1 xij�xj

� �
xik�xkð Þ, where xj ¼ oxj4and xk ¼ o

xk4 are the averages of the columns of X (i.e. the averages of all
observations of each variable). Off-diagonal elements sjk with jak
measure how correlated the two variables xj and xk are; diagonal
elements sjj are the variances of the respective variables xj. It can
be demonstrated [50] that the directions of maximum variance for
the data in X are the eigenvectors ak (k¼1,…, n) of S, ordered from
the largest to the smallest associated eigenvalue lk. Denoting as
A¼(ak) the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of S in
order of decreasing eigenvalues (l14… 4 lk4… 4 ln), the linear
transformation from the original variables X to the PCs Z (whose
significance is defined as above) is therefore expressed as Z¼X �A.

The columns of Z, i.e. the vectors zk (k¼1,…, n) are the PCs; the
eigenvectors ak, also called “loadings”, are the contributions of the
original variables to each PC (namely, the component ajk is the
contribution of the j-th variable to the k-th PC); the eigenvalues lk
are equal to the variances associated to the respective PCs.

Instead of representing each sample (i.e. each of the m¼8
coating types) with a series of n values (i.e. its hardness, tough-
ness, elastic modulus, wear losses, etc.), it is possible to switch to
the PCs (that are linear combinations of hardness, toughness, etc.),
and focus only on the first two (or three) of themwhilst discarding
the others. Each coating type is thus represented by two (or three)
coordinates according to the selected PCs, and it can be visualised
as a point in a 2-D (or 3-D) plot where the two (or three) selected
PCs are the Cartesian axes.

Moreover, it is possible to define n different vectors, with
components (aj1, aj2) or (aj1, aj2, aj3) respectively, each representing
the contributions of the j-th variable to the selected PCs. Namely,
each vector shows how hardness, toughness, elastic modulus, etc.,
contribute to the selected PCs. By plotting these vectors on the
above-mentioned 2-D or 3-D graph, interrelations between the
variables can be understood. Specifically, two variables, whose
vectors are parallel (antiparallel), have identical (opposite) con-
tributions to the selected PCs; hence, they are directly proportional
to each other. Two variables, whose vectors are orthogonal to each
other, have completely independent contributions to the plotted
PCs, hence they are unrelated to each other

It is rather easy to decide how many PCs should be retained by
plotting the fraction of variance explained by each component
(simply computed as lk=

Pn
k ¼ 1 lk) in a Pareto chart. Typically, it is

possible to account for 470% of the variance with two or max-
imum three PCs. Loss of information is minimal, because the
residual variance contained in the other (discarded) PCs is low.

It can be summarised, that PCs do not have a physical meaning
per se (i.e. they are not hardness, or toughness, or modulus, …, but
their linear combinations), but help devising patterns and corre-
lations within the original data, reducing the dimensionality of the
problem.

Since, in the present case, variables have different units, they are
standardised as x�ij ¼ xij�xj

� �
=

ffiffiffiffiffi
sjj

p [50]. The covariance matrix S* of
the standardised observations matrix X*¼(xij*), its eigenvalues and its
eigenvectors are therefore employed in the above definitions (note
that S* coincides with the correlation matrix of X). This is done both
because it is conceptually incorrect to linearly combine variables
expressed in different units, and because variables with numerically
greater values would have a disproportionately high influence on the
principal components.

The procedure was implemented using the MATLAB (version
8.1) software.



Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the fine (F) and coarse (C) feedstock powders: detail of the
41°o2θo55° region.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure and microstructure of the powders

Both fine (Fig. 2A,C) and coarse (Fig. 2B,D) feedstock powders
contain chromium carbide grains of several micrometres in size,
quite irregularly distributed in the metallic matrix. The amount of
carbide grains varies between different powder particles. Many of
these carbide grains also contain microcracks; some of them show
very poor bonding to the surrounding matrix. These features are
consistent with the general characteristics of many commercial
agglomerated and sintered Cr3C2–NiCr powders [51].

The specific surface area is 0.21 m²/g for the fine powder
(F) and 0.14 m²/g for the coarse powder (C). This difference can be
attributed to the different particle size. Mercury intrusion mea-
surements reveal nearly identical intragranular porosity for both
fractions: 17.4% for the fine powder (F) and 17.5% for the coarse
one (C). Both fractions show a maximum of intrusion for the
intragranular porosity at an equivalent pore diameter of 4.3 mm. In
the coarse powder a small second maximum at an equivalent pore
diameter of 2.3 mm appears.

Significant differences are found for the total carbon content
between both fractions: 9.22 wt.% for the fine powder and
10.57 wt.% for the coarse powder. It is reminded that the nominal
chemical composition of the feedstock powder 75% Cr3C2–25%
(80%Ni–20%Cr) is 70.0% Cr, 20.0% Ni and 10.0% C (in weight %).

The phase composition of both powders, evaluated from XRD
patterns (detail in Fig. 3 and overviews in Fig. 4A,B, together with
the XRD patterns of the coatings), comprises a f.c.c. Ni-based
matrix and the Cr3C2 phase (JCPDF 35-804). The peaks of the
Ni-based matrix are slightly shifted towards lower 2θ values,
compared to those of pure Ni (JCPDF 4-850): this is most likely to
reflect an increased lattice parameter due to the presence of larger
Cr solute atoms. The fine powder also contains minor amounts of
Cr7C3 (JCPDF 36-1482: see detail in Fig. 3), which is consistent with
Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of powders cross-section: F powder,�38þ10 μm size (A,C);
backscatter electron contrast levels in the carbide particles of the F powder.
the low carbon content. This seems to be a peculiar feature of this
specific type of feedstock powder. This phase is also identifiable by
the presence of two slightly distinct levels of backscattered elec-
tron contrast in the carbides (Fig. 2C: labels 1 and 2). The forma-
tion of Cr7C3 as a second carbide phase has also been proposed
during preparation of hardmetals from Cr3C2 and Ni powders by a
conventional powder metallurgy route [52].

3.2. Structure and microstructure of the coatings

The coatings exhibit uniform microstructures (Figs. 5 and 6 for
the F-and C-series, respectively), which contain some porosity
between approximately 4 vol.% and 6 vol.% in all cases (Table 2).
Pores are well recognisable at high magnifications and seem to
C powder,�45þ15 μm size (B,D). Labels 1 and 2 in panel C indicate two distinct



Fig. 4. XRD patterns of the fine (A) and coarse (B) feedstock powders and of the
corresponding coatings.
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appear quite independent of the deposition process and of the
particle size of the feedstock powder, although the large experi-
mental scatter (testified by the standard deviation values in
Table 2) may prevent the recognition of slight differences between
the various samples.

The powder particles described in Section 3.1, consisting of
quite large carbides irregularly surrounded by the Ni-based
matrix, will hardly spread out homogeneously on the substrate
or the previously deposited layer [53]. The porosity observed in all
coatings can therefore be due to the generation of inter-particle
defects, the retention of pre-existing intraparticle porosity and the
cracks of the carbide grains.

It is also interesting to note that, whilst the average carbide
size is approximately the same in all samples, the total amount of
retained carbides does change significantly (Table 2). On the one
hand, the coatings obtained from the fine feedstock powder have
systematically lower carbide content than the corresponding
ones obtained by spraying the coarse powder with the same
torch. On the other hand, the HVOF-sprayed coatings retained a
comparable or (in the case of the samples obtained using the
JP5000 torch) an even higher amount of carbides than the HVAF-
sprayed ones (Table 2). These values, always o60 vol.%, are
anyway significantly lower than the original carbide volume
fraction in the Cr3C2–25 wt.%NiCr feedstock powders, which can
be estimated to be E 79 vol.% by assuming that the densities of
Cr3C2 and Ni-20Cr are 6.68 g/cm3 [54] and E 8.50 g/cm3 [55],
respectively. This substantial decrease is easily observed quali-
tatively by comparing Figs. 2, 5 and 6.

It has to be expected that the process temperatures of the
different spraying techniques will influence not only the formation
and the amount of liquid phase, but also the ability of plastic
deformation of the carbide grains at the moment of impact. More
specifically, a previous study reported carbon loss and increased Ni
content after HVOF-processing of Cr3C2–NiCr powders: approxi-
mately 31 wt.% and 39 wt.% Ni were found in two different coat-
ings, both obtained from powders having a nominal Ni content of
20 wt.% [53]. The rebounding of chromium carbide grains was
proposed as an important mechanism leading to the observed
composition changes during spraying [53], a finding which has
also been mentioned in other studies [9,38]. Carbide grains that
exhibit microcracks and/or poor bonding to the matrix (Section 3.1
and Fig. 2) are likely to rebound in the present case as well.
Moreover, as particular powder particles contain different
amounts of carbides (Section 3.1), those with the highest carbide
content can rebound more easily because of poorer plastic
deformability. Rebounding is more likely in the HVAF process, due
to the lower process temperature and the higher particle velocity
[56,57], as observed also elsewhere [9]. Moreover, some of the fine
powder particles, containing few large carbide grains bound by a
very small amount of metal matrix (such as those shown in
Fig. 2C), presumably have greater chance of rebounding, thus
explaining the systematically smaller carbide content in the F-
series samples.

In addition, carbide dissolution, carbide melting and decarbur-
isation are also responsible for the decrease of carbide content in
the coatings. Chromium carbides indeed show much lower melting
or peritectic decomposition temperatures than WC or TiC [51].
Cr3C2 shows a peritectic decomposition at 1811 °C [58]/ 1829 °C
[59], Cr7C3 is congruently melting at 1766 °C [58] / 1781 °C [59]. A
eutectic between Cr3C2 and Cr7C3 occurs at 1727 °C [58] / 1742 °C
[59]. It can anyway be mentioned that the microstructures of the
present HVOF coatings exhibit much less evidence of carbide dis-
solution and of oxidation than those studied in [18,19,21,22,60].

Dissolution and decarburisation mechanisms are probably
responsible for the particularly low (o50 vol.%) carbide content in
the coatings sprayed with the gas-fuelled Diamond Jet 2700 HVOF
torch (Table 2). When imaged in backscattered electron mode, the
matrix phase of these coatings indeed exhibits a greater variety of
greyscale shades (SEM micrographs in Figs. 5F and 6F), in com-
parison to all other samples (Figs. 5B,D,H and 6B,D,H). This testifies
to the presence of variable amounts of dissolved Cr and C in dif-
ferent splats. Significant heating of some of the feedstock particles
may indeed have been caused by the propane-fuelled Diamond Jet
2700 HVOF torch, where the powders, injected in the convergent
nozzle section, come into contact with high-pressure combustion
gases at temperatures Z2700 °C [61]. The same amount of dis-
solution/decarburisation does not occur with liquid-fuelled HVOF
torches (JP- and K2-series), where particles are injected down-
stream into a colder, expanded gas jet (the temperature of which
typically lies between 1700 °C and 2200 °C [62]).

XRD patterns (Fig. 4) indicate that the coatings retain the same
qualitative phase composition of the respective feedstock pow-
ders, comprising the f.c.c. Ni-based matrix (with slightly shifted
peaks), the Cr3C2 carbide phase, and, in the case of the F-series
samples, minor amounts of the Cr7C3 carbide as well. In the XRD
patterns of the coatings, however, the diffraction peaks of the Ni-
based matrix become broader than they are in the patterns of the
corresponding powders, and their intensity decreases relative to
the peaks of Cr3C2. This result, which may apparently seem
inconsistent with the reduced Cr3C2 content in the coatings, could
indicate amorphisation and/or formation of substantial lattice
defects in the matrix, as a possible consequence of its severe



Fig. 5. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of samples M3-F (A,B), JP-F (C,D), DJ-F (E,F), M2-F (G,H): low-magnification overviews (A,C,E,G) and high-resolution FEG-SEM details
(B,D,F,H), representative of the micrographs employed for image analysis purposes.
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deformation upon impact, of melt quenching (mainly in HVOF
processes), and/or of the presence of excess Cr and C from chro-
mium carbide dissolution. Matrix phases consisting of a solid
solution super-saturated with respect to Cr and C were also
reported in references [9,18,19,21,22,60], and the presence of an
amorphous fraction in the matrix was clearly shown by TEM
analyses [20]. The intensities of the diffraction peaks are therefore
not representative of the overall amount of matrix phase, i.e. XRD
patterns are not a means to estimate the relative amount of car-
bides and matrix in the coatings. This justifies the use of the image
analysis technique instead of XRD pattern fitting for this purpose.

The only exception to the above considerations is the M2-F
coating (Fig. 4A), where the matrix peaks remain sharper and more
intense, similar to the pattern of the feedstock powder. This suggests
that, on the one hand, melting of the matrix was very limited or
absent during the M2-HVAF spraying process, and that, on the other
hand, its plastic deformation upon impact onto the substrate was
not as extensive as in the M3-HVAF deposition. The crystal grain
structure of the M2-F sample is indeed highlighted by the electron
channelling contrast in high-resolution backscattered-electrons
FEG-SEM micrographs (Fig. 7A), whilst it disappeared in the M3-F
sample (Fig. 7B).

Some very weak peaks in the XRD patterns of Fig. 4 might be
ascribed to Cr2O3: it can therefore be estimated that the coatings
(both HVOF and HVAF ones) contain some oxides in amounts
comparable to the XRD detection limit (1–2%). These are not
clearly seen in the micrographs of Figs. 5 and 6, but become per-
ceivable as small, dark spots in the detailed views of Fig. 7.
Accordingly, recent results have shown that HVOF and HVAF
processes differ much less than expected in terms of carbon loss
and oxygen uptake for Cr3C2–NiCr [37].

In general, the metallurgical interactions between the carbide
grains and the metallic matrix are very complex and require fur-
ther work for a full understanding.

3.3. Mechanical and tribological properties of the coatings

3.3.1. Statistical analysis
In order to link the coating microstructures (Table 2), their

mechanical properties (hardness, elastic modulus and indentation



Fig. 6. Cross-sectional SEMmicrographs of samples M3-C (A,B), JP-C (C,D), DJ-C (E,F), K2-C (G,H): low-magnification overviews (A,C,E,G) and high-resolution FEG-SEM details
(B,D,F,H), representative of the micrographs employed for image analysis purposes.

Table 2
Summary of microstructural parameters of all coatings: porosity, carbide content,
carbide particle size (average7standard deviation).

Sample Porosity (vol.%) Carbides content (vol.%) Carbides size (μm)

M3-F 4.171.9 50.371.0 1.270.5
JP-F 3.971.3 53.072.7 1.570.5
DJ-F 3.572.2 48.573.0 1.270.6
M2-F 6.271.7 54.971.7 1.670.6
M3-C 3.971.2 53.471.7 1.470.6
JP-C 6.373.2 57.170.9 1.670.6
DJ-C 5.372.1 49.370.9 1.670.6
K2-C 4.071.7 52.971.4 1.470.6
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fracture toughness), summarised in Table 3, and the performances
under abrasive wear (mass losses after the DSRW test, Fig. 8A) and
sliding wear conditions (sliding wear rates, Fig. 8B,C), the principal
component analysis (PCA) technique was applied as described in
Section 2.4. The same method was accordingly employed by the
authors in order to interpret the wear behaviour of WC-CoCr
coatings as well [3].
Porosity was discarded from the analysis due the previously
mentioned lack of significant differences between the samples
within error range (Section 3.2). A total of n¼9 variables were
therefore considered, thus analysing an m¼8 � n¼9 matrix of
experimental observations (see Section 2.4). The matrix was
standardised by subtracting the mean of each variable and by
dividing over the respective standard deviation, so as to obtain
dimensionless numbers that can be logically compared to each
other, avoiding disproportionate effects from numerically large
values, as explained at the end of Section 2.4.

The Pareto chart shows that the 1st, 2nd and 3rd principal
components (PCs) account for almost 90% of the overall variance
(Fig. 9A). Data can therefore be represented using these PCs only,
which provides a significant simplification of the problem.
Instead of having 9 separate variables (which could not be gra-
phically visualised on a single plot), only three variables (the 1st,
2nd and 3rd PCs) are selected, allowing a 3D plot to be obtained
(Fig. 9B). Points represent each of the m¼8 samples in the
reference system consisting of the selected PCs, and vectors



Fig. 7. High-resolution FEG-SEM micrographs highlighting the matrix structure in
the M2-F (A) and M3-F (B) samples.

Table 3
Summary of the mechanical parameters of all coatings: microhardness, elastic
modulus and indentation fracture toughness (average7standard deviation).

Sample HV0.1 HV0.3 HV0.5 E [GPa] KIC [MPam1/2]

M3-F 10217110 875779 922744 185.571.5 3.6270.35
JP-F 9527158 859785 835754 172.570.2 3.7570.45
DJ-F 9197161 933720 885761 170.771.9 4.1370.33
M2-F 6417129 613768 626740 136.371.7 2.2670.24
M3-C 9817142 879794 895794 203.072.5 4.6070.62
JP-C 8427175 709788 736772 174.970.4 3.5970.48
DJ-C 9007198 7977105 7727107 174.870.5 4.0670.49
K2-C 10087160 8687115 854764 193.070.6 4.1370.40

Fig. 8. Mass losses recorded after dry sand-rubber wheel abrasion testing (A) and
wear rates measured after ball-on-disk testing at room temperature (B) and at
400 °C (C). Thermal spray coatings are labelled according to Table 1. EHC ¼ elec-
trolytic hard chromium coatings.
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provide the contributions of each of the n¼9 variables to those
PCs, as illustrated in Section 2.4.

From those contributions, some important considerations can
be drawn:

(1) The elastic modulus and the indentation fracture toughness
are closely related to each other.
Both of these properties were indeed measured by macro-
scale techniques (acoustic wave propagation and high-load
indentation testing, respectively); therefore, both are primar-
ily controlled by long-range features, namely by the inter-
lamellar cohesive strength. An analogous observation was
made for elastic modulus and fracture toughness measure-
ments on WC-CoCr coatings [3].

(2) All hardness values (HV0.1, HV0.3 and HV0.5) are closely related
to each other and they are only partly related to indentation
fracture toughness and elastic modulus. Hardness, indeed,
bears some relation to intra-lamellar scale features (i.e. fea-
tures, whose length scale is smaller than the size of the
lamellae produced by impact deformation of the original
powder particles). Specifically, with indentation loads of
100–500 gf, the probed volume covers one or few lamellae;
hence, the results depend partly on long-range inter-lamellar
cohesion and partly on short-range intra-lamellar features.
Most of the HV0.1 values are slightly higher than HV0.3 and
HV0.5 ones (Table 3), consistent with the general finding that, in
thermally sprayed materials, the measured hardness decreases
with increasing load until a plateau is attained at about 300 gf
[63]. The intralamellar contribution to HV0.1 is indeed slightly
higher, because of the smaller indentation volume. The differ-
ence, however, is only a minor one and the overall significance
of the values does not change. Nano-indentation would have
been needed to probe a sufficiently small material volume,



Fig. 9. Results of PCA on the microstructural, mechanical and tribological data (Table 2 and 3, Fig. 8): (A) Pareto chart and (B) plot representing the contributions of each
variable (lines) and the coordinates of the data points (stars) according to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd PCs.
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reflecting intra-lamellar features only [38,64,65]; however, such
analysis is outside the scope of this paper. Elastic modulus and
toughness, by contrast, are not much dependent on intra-
lamellar features, such as the carbide content (the respective
vectors in Fig. 9B being nearly orthogonal), in accordance with
the observation at point I.
Interestingly, hardness tends to increase as the carbide content
decreases, the respective vectors in Fig. 9B being anti-parallel.
Coatings deposited using the finer powder are indeed generally
harder (Table 3), though possessing systematically lower car-
bide content (Table 2 and Section 3.2), which is easily under-
stood by comparing the data for the couples M3-F / M3-C, JP-F /
JP-C, DJ-F / DJ-C. The amount of defects within the carbide
grains and their cohesion to the surrounding matrix clearly play
an important role on hardness. It can be proposed that, on the
one hand, the porosity of the coarse powder particles (Section
3.1 and Fig. 2) is less effectively decreased by impact deforma-
tion in each of the spray processes. On the other hand,
enhanced particles rebounding using the fine powder (Section
3.2) means only well-bonded carbide grains are retained,
improving the intra-lamellar strength of the material.
Since this systematic recurrence is not true for fracture tough-
ness and elastic modulus (the latter would instead seem to be
higher for coatings deposited with the coarse powder), it is
inferred that the difference is due to intra-lamellar rather than
inter-lamellar factors.
Sample M2-F is an exception to the previous considerations,
as it provides low hardness values at all indentation loads.
More specifically, its values of hardness, fracture toughness
and elastic modulus are the lowest among all samples. This
reflects very poor inter-lamellar cohesion, which is probably
related to the insufficient deformation of the powder
particles upon impact, in accordance with the previous
observations (Section 3.2).

(3) The abrasive mass loss and the sliding wear rate at room
temperature bear little relation to each other, and the sliding
wear rate at high temperature is definitely unrelated to both,
as its vector in Fig. 9B is almost orthogonal to the others. This
suggests a substantial difference between the wear mechan-
isms; it also means that the wear resistances under distinct
tribological conditions have different dependencies on the
microstructural and mechanical properties.

It is also seen in Fig. 9B that, compared to the abrasion mass
loss and to the sliding wear rate at room temperature, the sliding
wear rate at high temperature (400 °C) gives the least contribution
to the 1st and 2nd PCs and the largest to the 3rd one. The 1st PC is
the one carrying most of the variance (Fig. 9A), and the points
representing the coordinates of the 8 sample types in the PCs
reference system are substantially lined up along the 1st PC axis
(Fig. 9B). This means the coatings differ less in terms of sliding
wear rates at 400 °C than they do for the room-temperature wear
rate and for the abrasion mass loss. This can be qualitatively
appreciated from Fig. 8.

For each wear test, these features are discussed in detail in the
forthcoming sections.

3.3.2. Dry sand-rubber wheel abrasion testing
SEM observations of wear scars (Fig. 10) indicate that wear

proceeds through large-scale abrasive grooving (grooves being
several micrometres wide, Fig. 10A,C: arrows) and through the
pull-out of splats, splat fragments or of individual Cr3C2 grains
(Fig. 10B,D: circles). Higher cohesive strength both at inter- and at
intra-lamellar levels can clearly restrain all of these phenomena by



Fig. 10. Secondary electron SEM micrographs of the wear scars produced on samples M3-F (A,B), DJ-F (C,D) and M2-F (E,F) after dry sand-rubber wheel testing. Arrows:
abrasive grooves; circles: pull-outs.
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limiting the penetration of abrasive particles and by hindering the
pull-out of material portions.

This explains why abrasion mass loss decreases almost linearly
with increasing elastic modulus and indentation fracture tough-
ness, i.e. the properties which measure inter-lamellar cohesion
strength (Section 3.3.1), and also tends to decrease with increasing
hardness, which measures both inter- and intra-lamellar strength
(Section 3.3.1). These relations are seen from Fig. 9B: the vector
representing the abrasion mass loss is nearly anti-parallel to those
of elastic modulus and indentation fracture toughness and rea-
sonably anti-parallel to those of the hardness values, indicating
linear proportionality (Section 3.3.1).

In particular, the abrasive wear resistance improves slightly but
systematically when changing from coarse to fine feedstock
powder (Fig. 8A: compare samples M3-F, JP-F, DJ-F to samples M3-
C, JP-C, DJ-C respectively), following the same trend of hardness
(Table 3). The higher intra-lamellar cohesive strength conferred to
the coatings by the finer feedstock powder (as discussed pre-
viously) can indeed restrain the pull-outs of individual carbides
and of splat fragments.

The M2-F coating clearly exhibits the widest, deepest abrasive
grooves (Fig. 10E: arrows), as its lower hardness cannot prevent
the penetration of abrasive particles. It also shows larger pull-outs
(Fig. 10F: circle), most of which probably involve entire splats
because of the lower cohesive strength.

Apart from sample M2-F, the mass loss of the coatings is sig-
nificantly lower than that of a reference electroplated hard chro-
mium sample, previously reported in [3].

3.3.3. Ball-on-disk sliding wear testing – room temperature
The dry sliding wear rates of the Cr3C2–NiCr coatings produced

at room temperature (Fig. 8B) are around or slightly below
10�5 mm3/(Nm), which is consistent with the values generally
reported in the literature for such coatings tested under similar
conditions [29,30,66]. Quite comparable wear rates were also
found by some of the present authors both in dry sliding against
Al2O3 counterbodies and in self-mated contact conditions, using a
specially designed ball-on-disk tribometer [32,33].

The Cr3C2–NiCr coatings are significantly more wear resistant
than two reference electroplated hard chromium coatings, depos-
ited onto the same substrates at an industrial facility (Fig. 8B).

In this case, wear proceeds by three distinct mechanisms:

(1) Abrasive grooving (Fig. 11: some of the most clearly recogni-
sable grooves are marked by arrows), which affects both the
matrix and the chromium carbide grains. The grooves are



Fig. 11. SEM micrographs of the wear scars produced after ball-on-disk testing of Cr3C2–NiCr coating samples M3-F (A,B), JP-F (C,D), DJ-F (E,F). Arrows: abrasive grooves;
circles: pull-outs.
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produced by hard alumina asperities and/or by wear debris
particles, which can freely move between the mating bodies
or stick to the counterbody surface. Grooves are much shal-
lower and narrower than those seen in rubber wheel abrasion
testing (compare to Fig. 10), indicating that the abrading
asperities and debris particles are much smaller than the
quartz particles employed in the abrasive wear tests. The
coating material is therefore loaded on a much smaller length
scale than in rubber wheel abrasion, mainly corresponding to
the intra-lamellar scale. Inter-lamellar cohesion probably plays
a less significant role on abrasive grooving processes in this
case. For this reason, the sliding wear rate is more closely
related to hardness (nearly anti-parallel vectors) and less
closely related to indentation fracture toughness and elastic
modulus than dry particles abrasion is (Section 3.3.2).

(2) Cracking, fragmentation and pull-out of individual carbide
grains, which is particularly well seen in magnified views,
such as those of Fig. 11B,C,F (some pull-outs are circled in the
micrographs), and in the detail of Fig. 12A (cracks in a carbide
grain are shown by arrows). Cross-sectional views also reveal
surface and sub-surface cracks propagating across the carbide
grains or along their interface with the metal matrix, leading
to pull-outs (Fig. 12B: see circled areas).
The phenomenon is however confined to a very shallow
depth, i.e. it takes place at the intra-lamellar scale: this is
once again consistent with the close relation between sliding
wear at room temperature and hardness, which depends, at
least in part, on intra-lamellar cohesion (Fig. 9B). Pull-outs are
favoured by the retention of carbide grains with cracks and/or
poor cohesion to the matrix (as discussed in Section 3.1).
Consistent with the observations set forth when discussing
hardness in Section 3.3.1, coatings retaining a larger amount of
carbide grains with cracks and poor cohesion to the matrix do
not perform well under sliding wear conditions at room
temperature. Namely, the controlling factor for sliding wear
resistance is not the sheer number of carbide grains, at least as
long as their amount remains within a reasonably small
interval, but rather the amount of defects within these grains
and their cohesion to the surrounding matrix.
Recently, it has been shown that plasma treated feedstock
powders, and consequently the coatings produced thereof, do



Fig. 12. Details of the wear tracks: (A) microcracks (see arrows) in a carbide grain
in sample JP-C, (B), microcracked carbides and pull-outs (circles) in the cross-sec-
tion of sample JP-F, adhesive/delaminative tearing on sample JP-C.

Fig. 13. Optical micrographs of the wear scars produced on the alumina counter-
body after ball-on-disk testing against Cr3C2–NiCr coatings: M3-C (A) and JP-C (B).

Fig. 14. Friction coefficient measured during ball-on-disk dry sliding wear tests
performed on sample JP-F at room temperature and at 400 °C, compared to values
recorded in [3] at room temperature for an electroplated hard chromium reference
and for a WC–CoCr coating.
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not contain carbide grains with cracks [37]. Also the use of
alternative preparation routes of Cr3C2 would allow to prevent
such cracks.

(3) Delamination (Fig. 12C), with a morphology suggesting adhe-
sive wear. Accordingly, a layer of transferred material (Fig. 13)
covers the alumina counterbodies, which exhibit negligible
wear loss. Delamination is probably dependent on inter- and
intra-lamellar cohesion together.

As a term of comparison, a similar combination of adhesive
wear and of abrasion by trapped debris particles was also observed
for thermally sprayed Cr3C2–NiCr coatings in ball-on-disk sliding
against an alumina counterbody in [24].

On the other hand, since inter-lamellar factors are somewhat
less important than in dry particle abrasion testing, the M2-F
coating, which possesses much lower inter-lamellar cohesion, is
anyway comparable to all other coatings under sliding wear
conditions.

Sliding between the coating surface and the transferred
material on the surface of the counterbody (Fig. 13) causes high
friction. After some running-in, the friction coefficient values of
the Cr3C2–NiCr coatings reached up to 0.70–0.75 (Fig. 14). This is
consistent with the value of E 0.7 shown in [24] for a Cr3C2–NiCr
coating/Al2O3 ball couple sliding under analogous load and speed
settings. Similar values were also reported in [32,34]. The WC–
CoCr coatings tested under the same conditions in the previous
work [3] produced comparatively lower friction coefficients of
0.45–0.50, as no adhesion and no material transfer to the coun-
terbody was reported in that case.

High friction also implies significant flash heating. Whilst this
flash heating is not enough to produce a continuous oxidised



Fig. 15. Bright-field TEM micrographs of the loose wear debris collected after ball-on-disk testing on sample M3-C at room temperature (A,B), selected area diffraction
pattern collected on the area seen in panel B (C), and representative EDX spectrum (D).
Note: the EDX peak of Cu in panel D comes from the contribution of the TEM sample holder.

Fig. 16. Optical dilatometer measurement on a free-standing Cr3C2–NiCr coating
sample, compared to a WC–CoCr coating and to the steel substrate (the latter are
both taken from [3]).
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tribo-film on the coating surface (it was accordingly shown in [24]
that a continuous oxidised tribo-film, capable of lowering friction
and wear, only appears at sliding speeds of about 1 m/s), it is
sufficient to oxidise the debris particles and part of the transferred
material. This is inferable from the presence of darker clusters on
the transfer layer in Fig. 13 and confirmed by the TEM analysis of
the loose debris collected on the sample after the wear test. This
indeed consists of aggregates of amorphous nanometric particles
(TEM micrographs in Fig. 15A,B and SAED pattern in Fig. 15C) rich
in oxygen (EDX spectrum in Fig. 15D).

This oxidised debris can certainly contribute to the previously
described small-scale abrasive grooving, so that each wear mechan-
ism corroborates to the other ones.
3.3.4. Ball-on-disk sliding wear testing – 400 °C
At 400 °C, the wear rates of all Cr3C2–NiCr coatings are com-

prised between 5x10�5 mm3/(Nm) and 10�4 mm3/(Nm) (Fig. 8C),
consistent with the results of various oscillating [66] and rotating
[32,33] ball-on-disk tests performed against a variety of hard
counterbodies (including Si3N4 [66] and Al2O3 [32]) as well as in
self-mated conditions [32,33]. The values are approximately one
order of magnitude higher than those at room temperature
(compare to Fig. 8B).

Wear is more severe than that of WC–CoCr coatings tested
under the same conditions in [3] (the wear rates of which were
slightly above 10�7 mm3/(Nm)). The WC–CoCr coatings, however,
exhibited a strong tendency to micro- and macro-cracking at this
temperature [3], whereas none of the Cr3C2-NiCr samples showed
cracks after the wear testing at 400 °C.

From the curves in Fig. 16, it is indeed inferred that the thermal
expansion coefficient of Cr3C2–NiCr in the 30 °C–380 °C temperature
range is 10.5x10�6 °C�1, i.e. it is significantly higher than that of
WC–CoCr and comparatively closer to that of the steel substrate
(equal to 14.2x10�6 °C�1, from Fig. 16). This CTE consistently lies
between those of Cr3C2–20%Ni (E10.3x10�6 °C�1) and Cr3C2–40%
Ni (E11.3x10�6 °C�1), as reported in [11] for the 30 °C – 400 °C
range. It also falls in between the values of 10.30x10�6 °C�1 and of
12.21x10�6 °C�1 reported in [67] for two Cr3C2–25%NiCr coatings
obtained from different feedstock powders. In [3], using the com-
posite beam model (as described in [68]), the thermal expansion
mismatch stress arising at 400 °C in a WC–CoCr coating deposited
onto a planar steel substrate was estimated to be Eþ600 MPa.
With a 350 μm-thick Cr3C2–NiCr coating on a 8 mm-thick steel
substrate, the same equations (with the CTE values given above)
indicate that the thermal expansion mismatch stresses are of about
þ175 MPa (with a coating Young's modulus of E 170 GPa, Table 3),
i.e. more than three times lower than the former value.
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In some cases, Cr3C2–NiCr hardmetals could therefore be a safer
choice than WC–CoCr ones for the protection of steel substrates at
400 °C, due to the much lower CTE mismatch. They also offer the
advantage of producing lower friction coefficient (E 0.55, as shown
in Fig. 14) than WC–CoCr (Z0.8 [3]) at that temperature. However,
this comes at the cost of much higher wear rates (E1x10�4 mm3/
(Nm) for Cr3C2–NiCr – Fig. 8C – against E1x10�7 mm3/(Nm) for
WC–CoCr [3]). The WC-(W,Cr)2C-Ni composition, studied by the
authors in [47], also provides somewhat better CTE matching to
standard steel substrates (its CTE at 400 °C being 8.70x10�6 °C�1

[67]). Though not as well matched as Cr3C2–NiCr, previous research
did not highlight cracking problems with WC-(W,Cr)2C-Ni onto steel
substrates at high temperatures as well [47]. However, the friction
coefficient of WC-(W,Cr)2C-Ni sliding against sintered Al2O3 at
400 °C, under the same test conditions, was reported to be E 0.74
[47], i.e. this material cannot match the low friction of Cr3C2–NiCr.

These considerations show that there is still significant room for
future research aiming to devise hardmetal compositions that can
overcome such limitations, providing optimal high-temperature wear
protection while avoiding excessively large thermal expansion mis-
match with common substrate materials.

The data in Fig. 8C also shows that, at 400 °C, the use of the fine
feedstock powder does not provide systematically better sliding
Fig. 17. SEM micrographs of the wear scars produced after ball-on-disk testing at 400 °C
protruding carbides; label 2: oxide clusters.
wear resistance, differently from the room temperature results
previously described in Section 3.3.2. To the contrary, in some cases,
the opposite is true (compare samples M3-F and M3-C, DJ-F and DJ-
C). The PCA results in Fig. 9B accordingly show that samples rank
very differently in terms of sliding wear resistance at room tem-
perature and at 400 °C. In the latter case, indeed, abrasive grooving
dominates the sliding wear behaviour (Fig. 17: some grooves are
marked by arrows). Fracturing and pull-out of carbides are not seen
as frequently as at room temperature (Fig. 17). Cross-sectional views
show that they are not entirely suppressed (Fig. 18: see marked
features), but their influence on the overall volume loss is clearly
smaller than that of the extensive abrasive grooving seen in Fig. 17.
The considerations made in Section 3.3.3 concerning the system-
atically poor performance of coatings retaining a larger amount of
poorly-bonded carbide grains are therefore no more valid in these
conditions. The reason for such deep change may reside in thermal
softening, which could have lessened the brittleness of the coatings,
improving the carbides-matrix cohesion.

Interestingly, abrasive grooves seem larger in the samples
deposited with the Diamond Jet HVOF torch (see Fig. 17E,F for
sample DJ-F), whilst the other samples (see Fig. 17A-D for samples
M3-F and JP-F: the same considerations also hold for all other
samples) exhibit more numerous and smaller abrasive grooves and
on samples M3-F (A,B), JP-F (C,D) and DJ-F (E,F). Arrows: abrasive grooves; label 1:



Fig. 18. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs (A: overview; B: detail) of the wear scar
produced on sample JP-F after ball-on-disk sliding wear testing at 400 °C. Circle and
arrows indicate some carbide cracking and pull-out.

Fig. 19. XRD patterns of samples M3-F (A) and DJ-F (B) before and after holding at
400 °C for E14 h during the high-temperature sliding wear test.
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some oxide clusters (label 2). Nonetheless, this did not result in
major differences between the wear rates (Fig. 8C).

Previous studies showed that long-term isothermal holding of
Cr3C2–NiCr coatings at higher temperatures (between 650 °C and
900 °C) embrittled the matrix by carbide re-precipitation
[19,21,22,40]. At 400 °C, by contrast, such re-precipitation is not
occurring to a perceivable degree; indeed, the cross-sectional
micrograph in Fig. 18B reveals no secondary carbide grains
appearing in the matrix, and no change in phase composition is
detectable through XRD patterns (Fig. 19). This is in agreement
with other recent results [38].

The ball counterbody still undergoes negligible wear loss
(Fig. 20), and it becomes covered by part of the wear debris gen-
erated by the coating. Interestingly, this debris is less oxidised in
the case of the DJ-F and DJ-C samples (see the metallic shine of the
transfer layer in Fig. 20B) than it is for all other samples (compare
to Fig. 20A), consistent with the differences between the wear scar
morphologies of the respective coatings (Fig. 17).

The oxidised debris, as observed by TEM analysis of the residual
loose fraction in the case of JP-C, consists of agglomerated nano-
sized particles (Fig. 21A,B). Significant oxidation is confirmed by
EDX analyses (Fig. 21D). Unlike the debris collected at room tem-
perature, these particles possess a fine crystalline structure, which
is clearly seen through SAED patterns (Fig. 21C).

The Raman spectra of the debris (those of samples DJ-F and JP-
C are shown in Fig. 22), apart from the peak of the NiCr2O4 spinel
phase at E680 cm�1 [69], also exhibit the characteristic broad
bands of graphite at about 1350 cm�1 and 1575 cm�1 [70]. Gra-
phite clusters may have been formed by thermo-mechanical
alteration of the carbide particles during high-temperature slid-
ing, including the release of graphitic C as Cr is combined with
oxygen, and/or the interaction between Cr3C2 and Ni within the
debris particles. These clusters probably account for the remark-
able decrease in friction coefficient (Fig. 14) compared to that
measured at room temperature.
4. Conclusions

The tribological properties of eight different Cr3C2–NiCr coat-
ings representative of the existing state-of-the art, deposited by
HVOF- and HVAF-spraying techniques using one feedstock powder
with two distinct particle size distributions, were systematically
assessed under sliding and abrasive wear conditions. The follow-
ing conclusions can be drawn:

� The fine and the coarse feedstock powder show similar char-
acteristics regarding their intragranular porosity, but show a
significant difference of the total carbon content. The lower
total carbon content of the fine fraction is responsible for the
existence of lower carbide Cr7C3.

� All coatings contain lower amounts of Cr3C2 particles than the
feedstock powders, with some liquid-fuelled HVOF samples
attaining higher carbide contents than the HVAF-sprayed ones
do. The loss of Cr3C2 is primarily ascribed to the preferential
rebounding of Cr3C2 grains and of Cr3C2-rich powder particles
during high-velocity impact, and seems to be favoured by the
use of the finer feedstock powder. Some dissolution and
decarburisation of Cr3C2 grains also takes place, especially when
using the gas-fuelled Diamond Jet HVOF torch.

� Each deposition technique produces harder coatings when the
finer feedstock powder is used.



Fig. 20. Optical micrographs of the ball surfaces after dry sliding wear testing of
samples M3-F (A) and DJ-F (B) at 400 °C.

Fig. 21. Bright-field TEM micrographs (A,B) of the loose wear debris collected after ba
pattern (C) and EDX spectrum (D). Note: the EDX peak of Cu in panel D comes from th
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� Dry particle abrasion involves coarse abrasive grooving and
pull-out of coating fragments. The performance of the coatings
therefore depends on their cohesive strength both at the inter-
lamellar and at the intra-lamellar level. Principal component
analysis accordingly reveals that the abrasion mass loss is
closely related to the mechanical properties reflecting long-
range inter-lamellar cohesion (such as fracture toughness and
elastic modulus), and partly related to micro-hardness, which
depends both on inter- and on intra-lamellar cohesion.

For this reason, the harder coatings obtained with the fine
feedstock powder are systematically more wear resistant than
the corresponding ones obtained from the coarse powder.
ll-on-disk sliding wear testing of sample JP-C at 400 °C, with corresponding SAED
e contribution of the TEM sample holder.

Fig. 22. Representative micro-Raman spectrum of the loose wear debris collected
after ball-on-disk sliding wear testing of samples DJ-F and JP-C at 400 °C.
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The sample sprayed with the M2-HVAF torch, by contrast, has
very poor abrasion resistance due to its low inter-lamellar
cohesion, probably related to insufficient particle deformation
at impact.

� Sliding wear at room temperature involves shallower abrasive
grooving, carbide pull-outs and limited adhesive wear contribu-
tions. Most of these mechanisms take place at the intra-lamellar
level; hence, sliding wear at room temperature bears some
relation to hardness, as the latter is also affected by intra-
lamellar strength.
In any case, the fine feedstock powder provides slightly more
wear-resistant coatings than the coarse one, due to a stronger
matrix-carbide cohesion inside the lamellae after spraying.
It is also noted that coatings containing more numerous carbide
grains are not necessarily more sliding wear resistant at room
temperature, since it is the amount of defects in the carbide grains
and their cohesion to the matrix, rather than the number of
carbide grains, which controls the wear resistance.
Wear rates, comprised between 5x10�6 mm3/(Nm) and
1x10�5 mm3/(Nm), are significantly lower than those of electro-
plated hard chromium, but larger than those of WC-CoCr coatings.

� At 400 °C, wear rates are comprised between 5x10�5 and
1x10�4 mm3/(Nm), i.e. they increase by one order of magnitude
compared to the room-temperature values. Friction coefficients,
however, decrease from E0.7 at room temperature to E0.5 at
400 °C. This is probably related to the observed formation of
graphite clusters within the wear debris at this temperature.
Wear is dominated by abrasive grooving, whereas fracturing
and pull-out of carbides are mitigated, probably because of
thermal softening.

� None of the Cr3C2–NiCr coatings cracks at 400 °C, since the
thermal expansion coefficient of Cr3C2–NiCr in the 30 °C – 400 °C
temperature range (11.08x10�6 °C�1) is relatively close to that of
the steel substrate (14.23x10�6 °C�1). Cr3C2-NiCr is therefore a
safer choice than WC-CoCr for sliding wear protection of steel
substrates at 400 °C, and also produces lower friction, although
the latter material is significantly more wear resistant.
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